Indian student shows many unusual talents

by Chris Chum

"If you are all average, what does it matter if you are a pilot, in science, or in religion, when all are doing the same?"

By JoAnn Gehman

As the Associated Students office rang in the new academic year, one of its students was introduced to the campus and was introduced to the campus and to the town... and the state.

Ride Jefferson Airplane to... psychodelic heights

by Richard Pearl

The Jefferson Airplane was born into the San Francisco music scene, where it was nurtured by the San Francisco sound, a blend of blues and folk with a hint of jazzy melodies.

Student help sought to speed registration

by Sharon Murphy

The Student Advisory Committee on Registration Policies and Procedures has been approached by students to improve the registration process.

Red hot...cool customer

"Best astronaut' will pilot Apollo

"This contest is always a possibility in space flight..." said the organizer of the first manned flight of the program. "The people who are interested in space flight..."

World in Brief

"It's the contest performer you want on your team..." said the organizer of the first manned flight of the program. "The people who are interested in space flight..."

Cleveland target of race rights action

"The contest is always a possibility in space flight..." said the organizer of the first manned flight of the program. "The people who are interested in space flight..."

Votes from heaven sway elections

"Everything was just great..." said the organizer of the first manned flight of the program. "The people who are interested in space flight..."
Editor surprised

It may be worth while misinformed at certain times. Indeed, how uninformed you are—uninformed will undoubtedly affect (or at least entertain) your decisions in the future.

Mr. McGee, my staff does not do it. At the beginning of the year, we were told by Mr. McGee that the book was not going to be available until after the end of the year. As to the main point in my complaint, it is that I am sickening indeed.

For thin year, my staff not to tell the editor what to do, neither do I have the right to express my opinion. I am not refusing to consent to any point, i.e., Mr. McGee in one point, i.e., the spelling "Polytechnic" was made.

The reason behind Mr. McGee's reaction is probably worth sharing the actual event at the Polytechnic, where the students were present. I am not sure if he found out about it, but it certainly was a matter of regret. As far as the principal's notes are concerned, I don't think he deserved more credit. If we are thinking in terms of humans, we are bound to make mistakes.
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"Ground support air conditioning is one of the fastest-growing segments of the aviation industry."

—AMERICAN AVIATION, January 1966

"IN GROUND SUPPORT AIR CONDITIONING THE BIG NAME IS HOKANSON"

—AIR TRANSPORT WORLD, November 1965

"Ground support air conditioning is one of the fastest-growing segments of the aviation industry."

—AMERICAN AVIATION, January 1966
New coaches make debut in spring game

by George Huntsmore

Many a football coach has been teased in the spring pages by the press and the students. Coach McCormick was no exception. When he first announced the spring schedule, word spread that even the All-American center would not be playing. When the press and the student body heard it, whooping and hollering followed the announcement. By Tuesday, however, the noise had died down and Coach McCormick was ready to name his first team. As the schedule for the spring season was announced, it became clear that the spring game would be a contest between the first and second team. However, after the announcement, the spring football season was put on hold until the fall.

Spikers in league meet

Led by Carl Turner and Reed Hargrett, the Mustangs will compete in the spring CIAA championships at least today and the conference was held in the on-campus gymnasium in November.

Hargrett scored 16 points to pull over the top of the Pirates, who had 15 points. Hargrett also led the Mustangs in rebounds with 10. Turner added 14 points to the Mustangs' total.

Baseball

2:30

SAN LUIS TRAVEL
425 Market St., San Luis Obispo

For All Your Travel Arrangements

908 4TH STREET
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Phone 544-2569

Happiness is Spring and

by Orange Blossom

Life is better when you eat the foods of spring. The following recipes are sure to bring a smile to your face and make you feel like you're eating healthier.

The ACEY BIRD is America's Burger master!

ARCTIC CIRCLE DRIVE-IN
CALIFORNIA BLVD. AT MONTEREY
PHONE 544-2569

New student residence feature central services

Construction of a $15 million student housing project at the University of California, Los Angeles, has begun, May 22. The building will provide living accommodations for six hundred students who are expected to move in at the fall of 1984.

The project is part of the University of California system's plan to increase the capacity of residence halls. Designed by the firm of 

J. E. JETJE FROM S399 INCL. TAX

Halloween tradition of "pinning" a girl is up-dated by drinking Sprite bottle caps.

According to an independent survey the top 10 college bars in the United States are located in California. One of the reasons for this is that students who attend college in California have a strong tradition of drinking "pinning" Sprite bottle caps.

Students at Cal Poly, Pomona, a top college in California, have taken this tradition to a new level. Instead of simply "pinning" a Sprite bottle cap, students now drink the cap as well. This has led to a new and exciting tradition where students can enjoy a drink while also participating in the old tradition of "pinning".